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RADIATION MEASUREMENTS FOR UCSB-FEL
I. Boscolo,* L. Elias, 3. Ramian

University of California, Santa Barbara

Abstract .a

.- A calibrated He-cooled Ge-bolometer will be used to measure Z nW average spontaneous power at 380#m
wavelength; the spectral analysis will use a Fabry-Perot. The more powerful laser output will be L

analyzed by a heterodyne spectrometer.

Introduction

'he iacnine being constructed at the University of California at Santa Barbara will operate in two stages:
n the First it jilI produce high power of infrared radiation and in the second this radiation Will be

e*,€?cie.;Iv .u-converted ( through the stimulated Compton scattering ) into the optical region uo to the UV
region ' . In this paper we are concerned with the measurement of the FIR radiation, that is, both the J
soontaneous and the laser radiation at 380 um.

The very smal power of spontaneous radiation (<Pspont> I nW) requires a careful optics design . In
contrast, the high power of the stimulated emission (Ppeak .5-- 15 kW) and the long length of the pulse
allow a relatively softer hardware.

For ease of reference the UCSB-FEL parameters are listed below.

Characteristics of the spontaneous power

The spontaneous power is given by(Z)

Pspont : h .

n i~N/(1

where n is the number of photons diffused by one electron in the trip, a the fine structure constant and
0 is the angle of scattering. Substituting in (1) the parameters of table 1, we get

P :0. mW (Z)
spont

Since the response time of the power detectors is long, we have to measure the average power. This -
last, being the repetition rate 10 Hz, is

<P > = 0.90W (3)spont""'
The power will be emitted into the solid angle

.1 (4)

Table 1. UCSB-FEL parameters

Electron .. .. Radiation and
beam Plane wiggler cavity

. 2 3 Mev L z 75m rLcavity 7  1m

y =o a88 k 3.o cm *k lase 380 um

1 = ZA N = 160 ppeak = 0.6 mW
s pont

3;m B 0 = 67 0 Gauss <Pspont> 0.9 nW

' = 150 usec K = 0. 16 ppeak = 5 - 15 kW
at -----

f =10 Hz 46ispont -Gz

"-. . ; i 2 stearad
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*Figure Scheme of -he soontaneous radiation layout.

*:n our experimental design (fig. 1) the source has to be considered an extended source of length L since
the letec~or is niot far enough from it. Thus, owing to this, the power collected by the detector would

-he detector A%0'(x)=A x". Here A is the area of the collecting lens and x is the distance from the .

* emittinig charge. However, since the long beam is emitting inside a cavity, the rays are reflected by its
valls tfig. 2) and are guided to the output. Therefore, the far charges are, by this effect, brought nearer
to the end oi the cavity. In other words the cavity helps to reduce the long source to a point source at s

* distance 1 by rom the output, where h is the dimension of the cavity (fig. 3).

Output Diaphragm L

re Sketch 31 two ravs -raiectories due Figure 3. The border nrofile of the cavitv
-.a -he reflections in the cavity, behaves as an emitting antenna; -he

angular distribution of the errussion

"e3 rea :-lte :oect; n 'ens *s A : - n and 7ts aIstjnce to the aooarent ooint source 's 'ZO :-n~
*~ ~ - 5o, i 3naie suotefloed at tie ,oimt source *s =60 thie totsl oower 3oinq t h orueA

40 n Wspontaneous -

ne aosorutzon z3eifict-ent at 3uartz ts less than .1 oer cm and the refractive index rri 2. . 076 at the
* % aveienath -80 , n ower ?d is furthe'r reduced bv the reflectivity R. 3i the 3mmn thiac.

rv.scai zuartz: vindow to the.ale

7n'.



.. The radiation is focused on the detector by a concave miArror beca u~eaytasitn ps(urz
silicon. polyethylene. TPX lonses) will have a higher absorption. An iris will be used in order to
measure a radiation who** bandwidth is determined only by the finite dimension of the wiggler. It will
reduce rhe receiving solid angle to the value A f = 10-4 and, in turn, the power Pd to the value

Pd-A 0.o. W (6)
d~

rho .inewidth of the radiation is (AXI/) = (1/2 N) = 0. 0031 and therefore the spectral range is

W z 3 G~ (7) ,%

Spontaneous power measurement

'We shall be dealing with very low power so we havp,o measure it with a calibrated jie-cooled Ge-
nolometer. This will have a NEP of 1.3 10"- W/HZ with a receiving area of Z nn.

"We have to calculate the effect on the detector's NEP of the background radiation of our layout. It is
given by the mean square fluctuation of the thermal source seen by the detector. In our simple case the
detector views the radiation in a cone of a half angle a around its normal, the NEP of the detector is(4 )

.NEP 3 =2: A 1/2 31/2 [34 (xj) 1J/(xz)] (8)

c h

where the integrals

/ x
n  e 

x  

.

n (X )  " dx
0 (eX.1)

are tabulated by Rogers and Powell ( ). In (8) T is the temperature of the source, B. the bandwidth in
wvhich the fluctuationms are observed, A is the sensitive area of the detector and x = hy /kT. From (8)
observing that: a) the bolometer will be equipped with a cut-on type filter (frequency range 50gm-3mm),
b) c ,- F = 10-1 rad and c) a lock-in amplifier wil be used (because of the heterodyne receiving the
bandwidth is I Hz) the NEP results in NEPB = Z 10" 5 WHz-I/f. This does not affect the measurement.

The accuracy of this power measurement can be estimated at about Z0%.

Spectral analysis of the spontaneous-FIR radiation

Since the power is very weak, the spectrometer which exploits the heterodyne detection properties
would be most suitable. In fact the voltage on the detector is proportional to the powers of the signal
Ps and the local oscillator PLQ, as well as the cosine of the relative frequency difference,
V = C , PLOPs cos I(t s - CLO)(4 ). C is a constant whose value depends on the convertion coefficiency.
In the far infrared region the critical element of the
system is the mixer. The schottky GaAs or InSb FIR cavity
diode of the midxer (which combine@ non-lineary FIR
the :wo radiations) has the basic property of need-
ing high power of radiation from the local oscil tor01-2 mW) in order to have acceptable losses(4,b),
Owing to this, the local oscillator has to be an
ooticaly pumped FIR laser(7 ) (see fig. 4).

Using the vapor substances mentioned below as
active media and a spectrum analyzer with a fre-
quency band of 200 GHz (Tectronix model 492 P) it
is possible to cover the FIR spectrum almost
entirely. The vapors with good emission lines
are: HCOOH (wavelengths 3 393, 420, 433 Um), ,..b -.O.-lase
CH 3 0H(O, , , 3 4 2 42, 70, 97, 119 1m), CHF Z  tunable CO. law

.2 = 
84', 'Z14 um), C13i k =447 jm), D -

\ 385 jim). The cw pump laser COZ has to be of a Figure 4. Optically pumped FIR .
20 "W, single mode, single frequency laser. This laser system
sophisticated and expensive local oscillator suggestsS _~_ Using a passive Lnstrument as agrating or a Fabry-Perot.

-. Since it seems to be a good choice to divide,;he spectrum into 30 lines of width A m 100 MHz, see
*ig. 5, the output power would be P,. = 10" IV), the Fabry-Perot only is viable. As a matter of
Iact -he minimum dimension of the grating for the requested resolving power of 104 would be 2. Sm.
This size, furthermore, would bring about a high background radiation on the detector.

- ".. . ]
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The Fabry-Perot, with the required resolution of 104, has instead the two surfaces 10 cm apart, as %
it results from the equation of the resolving power. We have hypothesized for the finesse the value 25-30 '
which is easily possible. V

With the far infrared radiation, the metal meshes are used (fig. 6)(10). The desired values for the
reilectivity and Losses, R-0.85 and A = 0.03 respectively, are obtained by choosing the apprfffiate
period g and wire dimensions 2a and t of the meshes as shown by the following formul e .

2 4rtoci/
R = I A - (9)

where w (main(ia/g), u=4a +Zt anj V is the conductivity of the wire.Usuaily the mesh Ma-
.erial is Slichel, hence j= 0.14 10 (cm) - . The mesh, which meets the requirements has 400*500 wires/inch
and Za/i5.2 l1.2 ;m.

b f..

%:.t:_

FWHMfistruff
3 GH,

Figure 5. Expected spectrum of the spontaneous Figure 6. Meshes of the Fabry-Perot
emission and bandwidth of the instrument. interferometer.

The transmitted power is about 65%, that is

p_ 0.6 1601 w (10)

In addition we note that the spectrum can be recorded by tuning either the Fabry-Perot spacing or the
electron energy.

Pulse recordnz

The pulse can be recorfg with a Putley detector. This typicaly has a spectral range of 200-3000 Amand a NEP of 10- 11 W~z"- . -- '

Notes on the laser radiation measurement

Vith the laser on, the signal is powerful. Consequently it can be recorded with a fast pyroelectric
detector- the Molectron model P3-01 is good.

The power can be measured with a power meter, for instance with the Scientec Inc. power meter
-nodel 36-0801.

The spectral anaiysis has to be more accurate than in the case of spontaneous emission, since the
spectrum bandwidth is not !mi ted by tne beam length (as in the Stanford exoeriment), them t :an be very"

iarrow. "I
in the Stanford experiment' 14) the relative spectrum width of the stimulated radiation was It st

0.008 urm unlike U.pon = 0.031 Urn of the spontaneous radiation, and the electron beam length was of
some picoseconds. So, with a much longer pulse, the ratio between the two lines couId be much less. -. .

T11ereiori, the heterodyne system seems more useful. As a matter of fact, it may have a resolution
if '0a.. -C

However, the Iigh level of power in the signal channel allows us to use as a local oscillator a clas-si-
cal millimeter souxce Like a Mystron or an Impatt Diode oscillator of 70 GHz (4mm) or even better
.40 Gz. These can be utilized t the generation of higher harmonics by means of a non-linear device,
such as a Schottkv barrier diodet ), since they yield enough power. For instance an impatt Diode of the
H-ughes Companv vields about 50 mW at 2zmm.

WA A 3.-.: ' r..,
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If CHz is the bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer the order n of the needed harmoni is given by"

V laser - n VLO < T GHz

that is, if the frequency of the generator is GHz, the requested harmonic is the sixth. With the con-
version efficiency reported in the literatureN, more than 10 uW could be available. This amount of
power is enough to cause the interference with the input signal.
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